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1 encourage students to read diverse texts reading and then thinking and talking about different genres
is a robust sequence for learning academic language 2 introduce summary frames summarizing is a simple
and fail safe approach to academic language activities for the last couple of decades the language
education community has been grappling with defining the construct of academic language and situating it
within an assets based model to ensure the academic success of linguistically and culturally diverse
students academic language al is the oral and written language used for academic purposes al is the
language of the discipline used to engage students in learning and includes the means by which students
develop and express content understandings academic language refers to the oral written auditory and
visual language proficiency required to learn effectively in schools and academic programs i e it s the
language used in classroom lessons books tests and assignments and it s the language that students are
expected to learn and achieve fluency in frequently contrasted yet the use of academic language is more
important than ever in preparing students for academic and professional success particularly in the era
of rigorous college and career ready standards such as the common core state standards that require an
increased use of academic language in and across all disciplines what is your role key components of
academic language vocabulary and syntactic knowledge in oral and written language encompass specific
skills that allow students to meet academic demands across the curriculum
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1 encourage students to read diverse texts reading and then thinking and talking about different genres
is a robust sequence for learning academic language 2 introduce summary frames summarizing is a simple
and fail safe approach to academic language activities

1 what is academic language sage publications inc
Feb 28 2024

for the last couple of decades the language education community has been grappling with defining the
construct of academic language and situating it within an assets based model to ensure the academic
success of linguistically and culturally diverse students

understanding academic language in edtpa supporting learning
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academic language al is the oral and written language used for academic purposes al is the language of
the discipline used to engage students in learning and includes the means by which students develop and
express content understandings

academic language definition the glossary of education reform
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academic language refers to the oral written auditory and visual language proficiency required to learn
effectively in schools and academic programs i e it s the language used in classroom lessons books tests
and assignments and it s the language that students are expected to learn and achieve fluency in
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frequently contrasted
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yet the use of academic language is more important than ever in preparing students for academic and
professional success particularly in the era of rigorous college and career ready standards such as the
common core state standards that require an increased use of academic language in and across all
disciplines what is your role

defining academic language and its key elements lexia
Oct 24 2023

key components of academic language vocabulary and syntactic knowledge in oral and written language
encompass specific skills that allow students to meet academic demands across the curriculum
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